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Sermon for Sundays after Pentecost (Lectionary 32) – November 8, 2020 

Amos 5:18-24; Matthew 25:1-13 

Grace and peace to you this day from God our Loving Parent and from 

the Most Trusted and Beneficial Source of the Yes’s & No’s of our Lives, 

Jesus Christ, our Savior and Lord.  Amen.  As I am preparing this sermon 

on Election Day, I am especially aware that our Life Together, whether 

it be as a nation, a State, a City, a school district, a faith community, or 

even a family, individual and communal life is marked by the Yes’s and 

No’s we make.  It is interesting to me that one of the ways political and 

secular leaders describe our voting on Election Day is that it is a 

“sacred” act.  Insinuating that, by definition, the Yes’s and No’s we each 

make as individuals on a ballot, the Yes we give to a candidate, 

proposition, or bond measure (which of course means a corresponding 

No to the other side) somehow connects us to holy purpose; and if not 

exactly holy, at the very least an act deserving of some level of 

venerable devotion. 

Of course, as a pastor, I like this descriptor.  Even with my political 

opposite, I am intrigued that we can find a sacred honoring of our Yes’s 

and No’s – and even our conjoined Yes and No writ large in an election 

result. Perhaps in this understanding, I can disagree with the position of 

someone voting differently than me, even disagree vehemently, but not 



transfer that disagreement, or even disappointment, to an unholy or 

unsacred place – the demonization of the other.  For it is our belief as 

Christians that the spark of the divine exists in each person, that each 

person is loved by God and is to be understood to be my neighbor, who 

I am called to love and serve.  Can I hate what I am supposed to love?  

Well, I think the answer is clear from history that the answer to that 

unfortunately the answer to that question is yes, but hating who Jesus 

calls us to love is not following Jesus, who you’ll remember, calls us to 

love even our enemy – the litmus test of the Yes’s and No’s of our faith 

today living in our super-heated, uncommunicative, ultra-partisan 

times. 

The real questions that arise out of today’s lessons from the Holy 

Scriptures is what is it that underlies our Yes’s and No’s as followers of 

Jesus, or at least what should.  Today’s lessons from the scriptures are a 

fine pairing to determine just that.  The first lesson provides framing 

from the book of Amos, the first of the Hebrew Scripture’s fiery 

prophets, whose voice both then and now we tend to cringe from, deny 

the legitimacy of, or choose intentionally not to hear.  That is because 

no one likes the prophet’s voice of judgment, that is unless your judging 

of me results in an energetic and whole-hearted two thumbs up.  That 

judgment, of course, is fine, but the judgment that advises that I have 

gotten it wrong, that I have attached myself either knowingly or 



unknowingly to an unjust position or system, that calls me on the 

carpet when my words and my worship do not match my lived out life.  

Such is the “Day of the Lord,” as our reading from Amos starts out – a 

dark day, a day of judgment, a day of truth-telling, a day when only two 

things will matter – justice and righteousness – which are supposed to 

flow from us like waters, like an ever-flowing stream. 

As the prophetic reading from Amos starts with questions about the 

Day of the Lord, the Gospel parable from Matthew begins with another 

familiar prelude we have come to recognize as Jesus’ favorite subject, 

as the reading starts, “The Kingdome of Heaven will be like this….” And 

then the bizarre story of bridesmaids waiting for the bridegroom, a 

difficult cultural narrative for us to access.  All the bridesmaids are 

waiting for a late groom, they all fall asleep, they all snap to; but there 

are only 5 “wise” ones who have made a plan, who have come with just 

enough extra oil to see their own lamps through till morning.  But five 

have failed in the preparatory task, and they are called foolish in 

comparison to the other bridesmaids’ wise.  These foolish bridesmaids 

rush off to try to remedy their situation, but after buying oil, and 

rushing back, all in a frenzy, they find themselves locked out.  And if 

that weren’t bad enough, the five foolish bridesmaids hear these words 

through the shut door: “I do not know you.”  We know the Day of the 



Lord in Amos is about Judgment; is that what the Kingdom of Heaven is 

about too? 

We are just two weeks out from Reformation Sunday, our Lutheran big 

day that trumpets that the Kingdom of Heaven is about grace, about 

God’s unconditional love, about acceptance from God who chooses to 

make it right for us; but that’s a little hard to see in this parable.  But 

what if the parable isn’t about the aspect of faith that is the gift of 

grace directed our way as the flowing waters that wash over us in 

baptism?  What if the point of the parable is about what happens next - 

understanding what life looks like when we are called to the banquet, 

living a life in celebration of the fact that the bridegroom is imminent!  

After all, the Bridesmaids are there for the party, and they are there to 

serve the wedding party.  What if the point of this Kingdom of Heaven 

parable isn’t about judging who’s in or out?  What if it’s a parable 

illumining how we should show up to what we are already invited in. 

If so, the point of this Kingdom of Heaven parable is the urging for us to 

come ready.  It reminds me of the urging during this last election to 

make a plan ahead of time as to how to vote, to scout out early voting 

options, or to pack a lunch, to wait in line if necessary; to live into a 

commitment that at least borders on sacred, to live into our 

democracy; to make that plan that connects our personal Yes’s & No’s 



to the wellspring of our communal Yes’s and No’s.  For the Day of the 

Lord & the Kingdom of Heaven are calling out to us to make a plan as 

well.  Because if we don’t, the ultimate fullness of God’s grace and love 

tragically becomes for us unknown, even though it is right there, right 

beside us.  To our deaf ears what is given to us as gift … though there 

and present … we will not know.  So be prepared!  Make a plan!  Make 

sure your life’s actions match your words and make sure your words 

and actions match the deep wellspring of God’s justice for all and 

righteousness instilled by God into our being. 

Have a divine plan, a sacred plan for your Yes’s and No’s.  Be the 

Bridesmaid who packs the extra oil, that your life may be lived at the 

center of God’s just and righteous celebration, and not lived scurrying 

hither and yon, off to the edges, and on the outside of the divine door.  

Don’t miss the celebration, and foolishly falling short of God’s hope, 

when the waterfall of God’s righteousness and grace that is showered 

upon us, becomes the deep reservoir of flowing water in which we are 

rooted, a ready life of justice and peace and love – ready for the Day of 

the Lord and the Kingdom of Heaven.  Amen. 


